Shotgun Mic with Canon Vixia G20 (No Camera Accessory Mount)

Items Seen:
1) Shotgun Mic w/ Wind Screen
2) Cold Shoe Adapter
3) Microphone Clip
4) Canon Vixia G20

Step 1: Gather parts.
Step 2: Attach cold shoe adapter to top of Vixia.
Step 3: Attach and screw on microphone clip.
Step 4: Clasp microphone in microphone clip and plug in cable to “MIC” port on camera.
Shotgun Mic with Canon Vixia G20 and Accessory Mount

Items Seen:
1) Canon Vixia G20
2) Camera accessory mount
3) Shotgun mic mount
4) Shotgun mic w/ wind screen

Steps:
1: Attach camera accessory mount to camera (may be different with different camera models)
2: Attach shotgun mic mount to camera accessory mount
3: Clip in shotgun mic to the mount

Note: Accessory mount grip will face backwards with this setup. If placed on opposite side the mount will block the fold-out screen on the camera.
**Shotgun Mic with Boom Mic Pole**

**Items Seen:**
1) Boom mic pole
2) Boom mic head
3) Shotgun mic
4) Audio extension cable

**Steps:**
1: Make sure that boom mic pole and boom mic head are assembled.
2: Make sure that the boom mic head has all 4 rubber bands present.
3: Insert shotgun mic into center of boom mic head rubber bands, ensuring that the mic will not move once placed.
4: If using the audio extension cable (included with the boom mic pole), be sure to wrap excess cord around the boom mic to prevent tangling or tripping.